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Figure 2. Slice through the SDSS main galaxy sample, with galaxies color-

coded based on rest-fr
ame g − r color. The slice shows galaxies within ±4 deg

of the celestial equator, in the north Galactic cap. The redshift limit is smaller

than in Figure 1 to better reveal details of structure. The large structure cutting

across the center of the map is the “Sloan Great Wall” (Gott et al. 2005) discussed

in Section 3.2.

subsamples include fewer galaxies than the full flux-lim
ited

sample, they are much easier to interpret. For a given luminosity

bin, we discard the galaxies that are too faint to be included at the

far redshift limit or too bright to be included at the near limit. We

include galaxies with 14.5
< r < 17.6, with the conservative

bright limit imposed to avoid small incompletenesses associated

with galaxy deblending (the NYU-VAGC saf
e samples). We

further cut these samples by color, using the K-corrected g − r

color as a separator into different populations. We also study

a set of luminosity-threshold samples, namely, volume-lim
ited

samples of all galaxies brighter than a given threshold, as these

yield higher precision measurements than luminosity-bin sam-

ples and are somewhat more straightforward for HOD modeling.

For these samples we relax the bright flux limit to r > 10.0, in

order to be able to define a viable volume-lim
ited redshift range

(the NYU-VAGC bri
ght

samples). The distri
bution in magni-

tude and redshift and the cuts used to define the samples are

shown in Figure 4. Details of the samples are given in Tables 1

and 2. For luminosity-threshold samples, one could improve

statistic
s by using the flux-lim

ited galaxy catalog and weight-

ing galaxy pairs by the inverse
volume over which they can

be observed, as done by Li & White (2009, 2010) for samples

weighted by stellar mass and luminosity. This procedure would

extend the outer redshift limit for the more luminous galaxies

above the threshold, thus reducing sample variance, but it has

the arguable disadvantage of using different measurement vol-

umes for different subsets of galaxies within the sample, and we

have not implemented it here.

The full spectroscopic survey of the SDSS DR7 Legacy

survey contains 900,000 unique, survey-quality
galaxy spectra

over 8000 deg2 . Of these objects, the main galaxy sample target

criteria selected 700,000. SDSS targeted the remainder as LRG

candidates (around 100,000) or in other categories (e.g., as

quasar candidates or in special programs on the Equator). We

use a reduced footprint of 7700 deg2 , which excludes areas

of suspect photometric
calibration (Padmanabhan et al. 2008)

and incomplete regions near bright stars. This reduction leaves

670,000 main sample galaxies. Because we are using an updated

photometric
reduction, a substantial fraction of targets are

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but with
galaxies color-coded by absolute

magnitude. The size of the dots is also proportional to galaxy luminosity. As

expected for a flux-lim
ited survey, more luminous galaxies dominate at larger

redshifts.

assig
ned fluxes fainter than the original flux limit, which further

reduces the sample to about 640,000 galaxies. For uniformity

we have imposed an even stric
ter faint limit of r = 17.6

in

this paper, which yields 540,000 galaxies. About 30,000 of the

original targets at that flux limit were not assig
ned fibers because

of fiber collisio
ns; we assig

n these objects the redshift of their

nearest neighbor as discussed above. The resulting sample of

570,000 galaxies constitu
tes the parent sample for all of the

volume-lim
ited samples in this paper. When we apply a bright

magnitude cut of r = 14.5, it eliminates about 6000 galaxies.

Further details and the samples themselves are available as part

of the public NYU-VAGC data sets.

2.2. Clustering Measures

The autocorrelation function is a powerful way to charac-

terize galaxy clustering, measuring the excess probability
over

random of finding pairs of galaxies as a function of separation

(e.g., Peebles 1980). To separate effects of redshift distortions

from spatial correlations, it is customary to estim
ate the galaxy

correlation function on a two-dimensional grid of pair separa-

tions parallel (π ) and perpendicular (rp) to the line of sight.

Following the notation of Fisher et al. (1994), for a pair of

galaxies with redshift positio
ns v1

and v2, we define the red-

shift separation vector s ≡ v1 − v2 and the line-of-sig
ht vector

l ≡
1

2
(v1 + v2).

The parallel and perpendicular separations are

then π ≡ |s · l|/|l|
,

rp
2 ≡ s · s − π

2 .

(1)

To estim
ate the pair counts expected for unclustered objects

while accounting for the complex survey geometry, we generate

volume-lim
ited random catalogs with

the detailed angular

selection function of the samples. For the different galaxy

samples, we use random catalogs with 25–300 times as many

galaxies, depending on the varying number density
and size of

the samples. We have verified that increasing the number of

random galaxies or replacing the random catalog with another

one makes a negligible difference to the measurements. We

estim
ate ξ (rp,

π ) using the Landy & Szalay (1993) estim
ator

ξ (rp,
π ) =

DD − 2DR + RR

RR

,

(2)
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Figure2.SlicethroughtheSDSSmaingalaxysample,withgalaxiescolor-

codedbasedonrest-fr
ameg−rcolor.Thesliceshowsgalaxieswithin±4deg

ofthecelestialequator,inthenorthGalacticcap.Theredshiftlimitissmaller

thaninFigure1tobetterrevealdetailsofstru
cture.Thelargestru

cturecutting

acrossthecenterofthemapisthe“SloanGreatWall”(Gottetal.2005)discussed

inSection3.2.
subsamplesincludefewergalaxiesthanthefullflux-lim

ited

sample,theyaremucheasiertointerpret.Foragivenluminosity

bin,wediscardthegalaxiesthataretoofainttobeincludedatthe

farredshiftlimitortoobrighttobeincludedatthenearlimit.We

includegalaxieswith14.5
<r<17.6,withtheconservative

brightlimitimposedtoavoidsmallincompletenessesassociated

withgalaxydeblending(theNYU-VAGCsaf
esamples).We

furthercutthesesamplesbycolor,usingtheK-correctedg−r
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study

asetofluminosity-thresholdsamples,namely,volume-lim
ited

samplesofallgalaxiesbrighterthanagiventhreshold,asthese

yieldhigherprecisionmeasurementsthanluminosity-binsam-

plesandaresomewhatmorestraightforwardforHODmodeling.

Forthesesampleswerelaxthebrightfluxlimittor>10.0,in

ordertobeabletodefineaviablevolume-lim
itedredshiftrange

(theNYU-VAGCbri
ght

samples).Thedistri
butioninmagni-

tudeandredshiftandthecutsusedtodefinethesamplesare

showninFigure4.DetailsofthesamplesaregiveninTables1

and2.Forluminosity-thresholdsamples,onecouldimprove

statisti
csbyusingtheflux-lim

itedgalaxycatalogandweight-

inggalaxypairsbytheinverse
volumeoverwhichtheycan

beobserved,asdonebyLi&White(2009,2010)forsamples

weightedbystellarmassandluminosity.Thisprocedurewould

extendtheouterredshiftlimitforthemoreluminousgalaxies

abovethethreshold,thusreducingsamplevariance,butithas

thearguabledisadvantageofusingdifferentmeasurementvol-

umesfordifferentsubsetsofgalaxieswithinthesample,andwe

havenotimplementedithere.

ThefullspectroscopicsurveyoftheSDSSDR7Legacy

surveycontains900,000unique,survey-quality
galaxyspectra

over8000deg2
.Oftheseobjects,themaingalaxysampletarget

criteriaselected700,000.SDSStargetedtheremainderasLRG

candidates(around100,000)orinothercategories(e.g.,as

quasarcandidatesorinspecialprogramsontheEquator).We

useareducedfootprintof7700deg2
,whichexcludesareas

ofsuspectphotometric
calibration(Padmanabhanetal.2008)

andincompleteregionsnearbrightstars.Thisreductionleaves

670,000mainsamplegalaxies.Becauseweareusinganupdated

photometric
reduction,asubstantialfractionoftargetsare

Figure3.SameasFigure2,butwith
galaxiescolor-codedbyabsolute

magnitude.Thesizeofthedotsisalso
proportionaltogalaxyluminosity.As

expectedforaflux-lim
itedsurvey,moreluminousgalaxiesdominateatlarger

redshifts.
assig

nedfluxesfainterthantheoriginalfluxlimit,whichfurther

reducesthesampletoabout640,000galaxies.Foruniformity

wehaveimposedanevenstric
terfaintlimitofr=17.6

in

thispaper,whichyields540,000galaxies.About30,000ofthe

originaltargetsatthatfluxlimitwerenotassig
nedfibersbecause

offibercollisi
ons;weassig

ntheseobjectstheredshiftoftheir

nearestneighborasdiscussedabove.Theresultingsampleof

570,000galaxiesconstitu
testheparentsampleforallofthe

volume-lim
itedsamplesinthispaper.Whenweapplyabright

magnitudecutofr=14.5,iteliminatesabout6000galaxies.

Furtherdetailsandthesamplesthemselvesareavailableaspart

ofthepublicNYU-VAGCdatasets. 2.2.ClusteringMeasures

Theautocorrelationfunctionisapowerfulwaytocharac-

terizegalaxyclustering,measuringtheexcessprobability
over

randomoffindingpairsofgalaxiesasafunctionofseparation

(e.g.,Peebles1980).Toseparateeffectsofredshiftdistortions

fromspatialcorrelations,itiscustomarytoestim
atethegalaxy

correlationfunctiononatwo-dimensionalgridofpairsepara-

tionsparallel(π)andperpendicular(rp)tothelineofsight.

FollowingthenotationofFisheretal.(1994),forapairof

galaxieswithredshiftpositio
nsv1andv2,wedefinethered-

shiftseparationvectors≡v1−v2andtheline-of-sig
htvector

l≡1
2(v1+v2).Theparallelandperpendicularseparationsare

then

π≡|s·l|/|l|
,

rp2
≡s·s−π2

.

(1)

Toestim
atethepaircountsexpectedforunclusteredobjects

whileaccountingforthecomplexsurveygeometry,wegenerate

volume-lim
itedrandomcatalogswith

thedetailedangular

selectionfunctionofthesamples.Forthedifferentgalaxy

samples,weuserandomcatalogswith25–300timesasmany

galaxies,dependingonthevaryingnumberdensity
andsizeof

thesamples.Wehaveverifiedthatincreasingthenumberof

randomgalaxiesorreplacingtherandomcatalogwithanother

onemakesanegligibledifferencetothemeasurements.We

estim
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1.	  Is	  cosmic	  accelera>on	  produced	  by	  a	  cosmological	  constant	  or	  
by	  an	  evolving	  scalar	  field?	  

•  Measure	  expansion	  history	  H(z)	  to	  unprecedented	  accuracy,	  as	  to	  
detect	  percent	  varia>ons	  of	  w(z)	  with	  full	  control	  of	  systema>c	  effects	  

è	  	  Using	  Baryonic	  Acous>c	  Oscilla>ons	  (BAO)	  in	  the	  clustering	  paAern	  

2.	  Does	  General	  Rela>vity	  need	  to	  be	  modified	  on	  cosmological	  
scales?	  

•  Measure	  growth	  history	  of	  structure	  to	  unprecedented	  accuracy	  

è	  	  Using	  anisotropy	  of	  galaxy	  clustering	  in	  redshiP-‐space	  (RedshiP-‐Space	  
Distor>ons,	  RSD)	  	  
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(WMAP, Komatsu et al. 2009) (BOSS, Anderson et al. (2012) The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 192:16 (19pp), 2011 February Larson et al.
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Figure 1. Seven-year temperature (TT) power spectrum from WMAP. The third
acoustic peak and the onset of the Silk damping tail are now well measured
by WMAP. The curve is the ΛCDM model best fit to the seven-year WMAP
data: Ωbh

2= 0.02270, Ωch
2= 0.1107, ΩΛ= 0.738, τ= 0.086, ns= 0.969,

∆2
R= 2.38 × 10−9, and ASZ= 0.52. The plotted errors include instrument

noise, but not the small, correlated contribution due to beam and point source
subtraction uncertainty. The gray band represents cosmic variance. A complete
error treatment is incorporated in the WMAP likelihood code. The points are
binned in progressively larger multipole bins with increasing l; the bin ranges
are included in the seven-year data release.
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Figure 2. High-l TT spectrum measured by WMAP, showing the improvement
with seven years of data. The points with errors use the full data set while the
boxes show the five-year results with the same binning. The TT measurement is
improved by >30% in the vicinity of the third acoustic peak (at l ≈ 800), while
the two bins from l = 1000 to 1200 are new with the seven-year data analysis.

2.4. Temperature–Polarization (TE, TB) Cross Spectra

The seven-year temperature–polarization cross-power spectra
were formed using the same methodology as the five-year
spectrum (Page et al. 2007; Nolta et al. 2009). For l !
23, the cosmological model likelihood is estimated directly
from low-resolution temperature and polarization maps. The
temperature input is a template-cleaned, co-added V + W-band
map, while the polarization input is a template-cleaned, co-
added Ka + Q + V-band map (Gold et al. 2009). In this regime,
the spectrum can be inferred from the conditional likelihood of
Cl values (individual or binned), but these estimates are only
used for visualization.

For l > 23, the temperature-polarization spectra are derived
using the MASTER quadratic estimator, extended to include
polarization data (Page et al. 2007). (As above, the MASTER
spectrum is evaluated from l = 2, but the result from l = 2–23
is discarded.) The temperature input is a template-cleaned,
co-added V+W-band map, while the polarization input is a
template-cleaned, co-added Q+V+W-band map. The inclusion
of W-band data in the high-l TE and TB spectra is new with the
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Figure 3. Seven-year temperature-polarization (TE) cross-power spectrum
measured by WMAP. The second trough (TE < 0) in the spectrum in the vicinity
of l = 450 is now clearly detected. The green curve is the ΛCDM model best
fit to the seven-year WMAP data, as in Figure 1. The plotted errors depict the
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and include both cosmic variance
and instrument noise. A complete error treatment is incorporated in the WMAP
likelihood code. Note that the plotted spectrum is (l + 1)CTE

l /(2π ), and not
l(l + 1)CTE

l /(2π ).

seven-year data release (Jarosik et al. 2011). Since the W-band
radiometers have the highest angular resolution, the inclusion of
the W band significantly enhances the sensitivity of these high-l
spectra.

The seven-year TE spectrum measured by WMAP is shown
in Figure 3. For all except the first bin, the MASTER values
and their Gaussian errors are plotted. The first bin shows
the conditional maximum likelihood value based on the pixel
likelihood mentioned above. The slight adjustment for fsky,TE
is included in the error bars. With two additional years of
integration and the inclusion of W-band data, we now detect
the TE signal with a significance of 20σ , up from 13σ with
the five-year data. Indeed, for 10 < l < 300, the TE error
is less than 65% of the five-year value, and for l > 300 the
sensitivity improvement is even larger due to the W-band’s finer
resolution. At l = 800 the seven-year TE error is 36% of the
five-year value. A qualitatively new feature seen in the seven-
year spectrum is a second trough (TE < 0) near l = 450. See
Figure 4 for a comparison of the seven-year to five-year error
bars, for the TE and TB spectra. Overall, the TE data are quite
consistent with the simplest six-parameter ΛCDM model; we
discuss its goodness of fit in Section 5.

The observed TE signal is the result of a specific polarization
pattern around hot and cold spots in the temperature anisotropy.
In particular, the acoustic peak structure in TE corresponds to
a series of concentric rings of alternating radial and tangential
polarization (relative to a radial reference direction). Komatsu
et al. (2011) perform a stacking analysis of the seven-year
temperature and polarization maps and show that the effect is
detected in the seven-year WMAP sky maps with a significance
of 8σ .

The seven-year TB spectrum measured by WMAP is shown
in Figure 5. In this case, because the signal-to-noise ratio is
low, the MASTER points and their Gaussian errors are plotted
over the full l range, including the first bin. The measured
spectrum is consistent with zero: the χ2 for the null hypothesis
(TB = 0) is 793.5 for 777 degrees of freedom. The probability
to exceed that amount is 33%. The absence of a detectable
signal is consistent with the ΛCDM model, which predicts zero.
It is also an indication that systematic errors and foreground
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Figure 18. BAO in the power spectrum measured from the reconstructed
CMASS data (solid circles with 1� errors, lower panel) compared with un-
reconstructed BAO recovered from the SDSS-II LRG data (solid circles
with 1� errors, upper panel). Best-fit models are shown by the solid lines.
The SDSS-II data are based on the sample and power spectrum calculated in
Reid et al. (2010) and analysed by Percival et al. (2010); it has been shifted
to match the fiducial cosmology assumed in this paper. Clearly the CMASS
errors are significantly smaller than those of the SDSS-II data, and we also
benefit from reconstruction, reducing the the BAO damping scale.

Figure 19. A plot of the distance-redshift relation from various BAO mea-
surements from spectroscopic data sets. We plot D

V

(z)/r
s

times the fidu-
cial r

s

to restore a distance. Included here are this CMASS measurement,
the 6dF Galaxy Survey measurement at z = 0.1 (Beutler et al. 2011), the
SDSS-II LRG measurement at z = 0.35 (Padmanabhan et al. 2012a; Xu
et al. 2012; Mehta et al. 2012), and the WiggleZ measurement at z = 0.6
(Blake et al. 2011a). The latter is a combination of 3 partially covariant data
sets. The grey region is the 1 � prediction from WMAP under the assump-
tion of a flat Universe with a cosmological constant (Komatsu et al. 2011).
The agreement between the various BAO measurements and this prediction
is excellent.

Figure 20. The BAO distance-redshift relation divided by the best-fit flat,
⇤CDM prediction from WMAP (⌦

m

= 0.266, h = 0.708; note that
this is slightly different from the adopted fiducial cosmology of this paper).
The grey band indicates the 1 � prediction range from WMAP (Komatsu
et al. 2011). In addition to the SDSS-II LRG data point from Padmanabhan
et al. (2012a), we also show the result from Percival et al. (2010) using a
combination of SDSS-II DR7 LRG and Main sample galaxies as well as
2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey data; because of the overlap in samples, we
use a different symbol. The BAO results agree with the best-fit WMAP
model at the few percent level. If ⌦

m

h2 were 1 � higher than the best-
fit WMAP value, then the prediction would be the upper edge of the grey
region, which matches the BAO data very closely. For example, the dashed
line is the best-fit CMB+LRG+CMASS flat ⇤CDM model from § 9, which
clearly is a good fit to all data sets. Also shown are the predicted regions
from varying the spatial curvature to ⌦

K

= 0.01 (blue band) or varying
the equation of state to w = �0.7 (red band).

place the acoustic peak at other nearby locations and particularly
at smaller scales is rejected at 8 �.

Fig. 18 repeats this comparison with the power spectrum from
the SDSS-II LRG analysis presented in Reid et al. (2010) and Per-
cival et al. (2010). This analysis did not use reconstruction, but one
can see good agreement in the BAO and significant improvement
in the error bars with the CMASS sample.

In Fig. 19, we plot D
V

(z) constraints from measurements of
the BAO from various spectroscopic samples. In addition to the
SDSS-II LRG value at z = 0.35 (Padmanabhan et al. 2012a) and
the CMASS consensus result at z = 0.57, we also plot the z =

0.1 constraint from the 6dF Galaxy Survey (6dFGS) (Beutler et al.
2011) and a z = 0.6 constraint from the WiggleZ survey (Blake
et al. 2011a). WiggleZ quotes BAO constraints in 3 redshift bins,
but these separate constraints are weaker and there are significant
correlations between the redshift bins. We choose here to plot their
uncorrelated data points for 0.2 < z < 1.0. Each data point here is
actually a constraint on D

V

(z)/r
s

, and we have multiplied by our
fiducial r

s

to get a distance.
As described further in Mehta et al. (2012), the WMAP curve

on this graph is a prediction, not a fit, assuming a flat ⇤CDM cos-
mology. For each value of ⌦

m

h2 and ⌦

b

h2, one can predict a sound
horizon, and the angular acoustic scale measured by WMAP plus
the assumptions about spatial curvature and dark energy equation
of state then provide a very precise breaking of the degeneracy be-
tween ⌦

m

and H0 and hence a unique D
V

(z)/r
s

. Taking the 1�
range of ⌦

m

h2 and ⌦

b

h2 produces the grey band in Fig. 19. There
is excellent agreement between all four BAO measurements and the
WMAP ⇤CDM prediction.
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Figure 18. BAO in the power spectrum measured from the reconstructed
CMASS data (solid circles with 1� errors, lower panel) compared with un-
reconstructed BAO recovered from the SDSS-II LRG data (solid circles
with 1� errors, upper panel). Best-fit models are shown by the solid lines.
The SDSS-II data are based on the sample and power spectrum calculated in
Reid et al. (2010) and analysed by Percival et al. (2010); it has been shifted
to match the fiducial cosmology assumed in this paper. Clearly the CMASS
errors are significantly smaller than those of the SDSS-II data, and we also
benefit from reconstruction, reducing the the BAO damping scale.
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use a different symbol. The BAO results agree with the best-fit WMAP
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fit WMAP value, then the prediction would be the upper edge of the grey
region, which matches the BAO data very closely. For example, the dashed
line is the best-fit CMB+LRG+CMASS flat ⇤CDM model from § 9, which
clearly is a good fit to all data sets. Also shown are the predicted regions
from varying the spatial curvature to ⌦
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the equation of state to w = �0.7 (red band).
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WMAP ⇤CDM prediction.

c
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Figure 8. The CMASS DR9 power spectra before (left) and after (right) reconstruction with the best-fit models overplotted. The vertical dotted lines show
the range of scales fitted (0.02 < k < 0.3hMpc�1), and the inset shows the BAO within this k-range, determined by dividing both model and data by the
best-fit model calculated (including window function convolution) with no BAO. Error bars indicate

p

C
ii

for the power spectrum and the rms error calculated
from fitting BAO to the 600 mocks in the inset (see Section 4.2 for details).

an estimate of the “redshift-space” power, binned into bins in k of
width 0.04hMpc

�1.

6.2 Fitting the power spectrum

We fit the observed redshift-space power spectrum, calculated as
described in Section 6, with a two component model comprising a
smooth cubic spline multiplied by a model for the BAO, following
the procedure developed by Percival et al. (2007a,c, 2010). The
model power spectrum is given by

P (k)m = P (k)smooth ⇥B
m

(k/↵), (32)

where P (k)smooth is a smooth model that fits the overall shape
of the power spectrum, and the BAO model Bm(k), calculated for
our fiducial cosmology, is scaled by the dilation parameter ↵ as
defined in Eq. 21. The calculation of the BAO model is described
in detail below. This scaling of the acoustic signal is identical to
that used in the correlation function fits, although the differing non-
linear prescriptions in (Eqns 23 & 32) means that the non-linear
BAO damping is treated in a subtly different way.

Each power spectrum model to be fitted is convolved with the
survey window function, giving our final model power spectrum to
be compared with the data. The window function for this convolu-
tion is the normalised power in a Fourier transform of the weighted
survey coverage, as defined by the random catalogue, and is calcu-
lated using the same Fourier procedure described in Section 6 (e.g.
Percival et al. 2007c). This is then fitted to express the window
function as a matrix relating the model power spectrum evaluated
at 1000 wavenumbers, k

n

, equally spaced in 0 < k < 2hMpc

�1,
to the central wavenumbers of the observed bandpowers k

i

:

P (k
i

)fit =

X

n

W (k
i

, k
n

)P (k
n

)m �W (k
i

, 0). (33)

The final term W (k
i

, 0) arises because we estimate the average
galaxy density from the sample, and is related to the integral con-
straint in the correlation function. In fact this term is smooth (as

the power of the window function is smooth), and so can be ab-
sorbed into the smooth component of the fit, and we therefore do
not explicitly include this term in our fits.

To model the overall shape of the galaxy clustering power
spectrum we use a cubic spline (Press et al. 1992), with nine nodes
fixed empirically at k = 0.001, and 0.02 < k < 0.4 with
�k = 0.05, matching that adopted in Percival et al. (2007c, 2010).
This model was tested in these papers, but we show in Section B3
that it also provides an excellent fit to the overall shape of the DR9
CMASS mock catalogues, and that there is no evidence for devia-
tions for the fits to the data.

To calculate our fiducial BAO model, we start with a linear
matter power spectrum P (k)lin, calculated using CAMB (Lewis et
al. 2000), which numerically solves the Boltzman equation describ-
ing the physical processes in the Universe before the baryon-drag
epoch. We then evolve using the HALOFIT prescription (Smith
et al. 2003), giving an approximation to the evolved power spec-
trum at the effective redshift of the survey. To extract the BAO, this
power spectrum is fitted with a model as given by Eq. 32, where we
adopt a fixed BAO model (BEH) calculated using the Eisenstein &
Hu (1998) fitting formulae at the same fiducial cosmology. Divid-
ing P (k)lin by the best-fit smooth power spectrum component from
this fit produces our BAO model, which we denote BCAMB.

We damp the acoustic oscillations to allow for non-linear ef-
fects

B
m

= (BCAMB � 1)e�k

2⌃2
nl/2

+ 1, (34)

where the damping scale ⌃

nl

is a fitted parameter. We assume
a Gaussian prior on ⌃

nl

with width ±2h�1
Mpc, centred on

8.24h�1
Mpc for pre-reconstruction fits and 4.47h�1

Mpc for
post-reconstruction fits, matching the average recovered values
from fits to the 600 mock catalogs with no prior. The exact width of
the prior is not important, but if we do not include such a prior, then
the fit can become unstable with respect to local minima at extreme
values.

c
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Current	  and	  EUCLID	  measurements	  of	  the	  growth	  rate	  f	  Anisotropic clustering in CMASS galaxies 5
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Figure 3. Left panel: Two-dimensional correlation function of CMASS galaxies (color) compared with the best fit model described in Section 6.1 (black lines).
Contours of equal ξ are shown at [0.6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0]. Right panel: Smaller-scale two-dimensional clustering. We show model contours at [0.14, 0.05,
0.01, 0]. The value of ξ0 at the minimum separation bin in our analysis is shown as the innermost contour. The µ ≈ 1 “finger-of-god” effects are small on the
scales we use in this analysis.

in Figure 4. The effective redshift of weighted pairs of galaxies in
our sample is z = 0.57, with negligible scale dependence for the
range of interest in this paper. For the purposes of constraining cos-
mological models, we will interpret our measurements as being at
z = 0.57.

3.2 Covariance Matrices

The matrix describing the expected covariance of our measure-
ments of ξ"(s) in bins of redshift space separation depends in linear
theory only on the underlying linear matter power spectrum, the
bias of the galaxies, the shot-noise (often assumed Poisson) and the
geometry of the survey. We use 600 mock galaxy catalogs, based
on Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT) and described in detail in
Manera et al. (2012), to estimate the covariance matrix of our mea-
surements. We compute ξ"(si) for each mock in exactly the same
way as from the data (Sec. 3.1) and estimate the covariance matrix
as

C"1"2i j =
1

599

600∑

k=1

(
ξk"1 (si) −  ξ"1 (si)

) (
ξk"2 (s j) −  ξ"2 (s j)

)
, (7)

where ξk" (si) is the monopole (" = 0) or quadrupole (" = 2) correla-
tion function for pairs in the ith separation bin in the kth mock.  ξ"(s)
is the mean value over all 600 mocks. The shape and amplitude of
the average two-dimensional correlation function computed from
the mocks is a good match to the measured correlation function
of the CMASS galaxies; see Manera et al. (2012) and Ross et al.
(2012) for more detailed comparisons. The square roots of the di-
agonal elements of our covariance matrix are shown as the error-
bars accompanying our measurements in Fig. 4. We will examine
the off-diagonal terms in the covariance matrix via the correlation

matrix, or “reduced covariance matrix”, defined as

C"1"2,red
i j = C"1"2i j /

√
C"1"1ii C"2"2j j , (8)

where the division sign denotes a term by term division.
In Figure 5 we compare selected slices of our mock covari-

ance matrix (points) to a simplified prediction from linear theory
(solid lines) that assumes a constant number density  n = 3 × 10−4

(h−1 Mpc)−3 and neglects the effects of survey geometry (see, e.g.,
Tegmark 1997). Xu et al. (2012) performed a detailed compari-
son of linear theory predictions with measurements from the Las
Damas SDSS-II LRG mock catalogs (McBride et al. prep), and
showed that a modified version of the linear theory covariance with
a few extra parameters provides a good description of the N-body
based covariances for ξ0(s). The same seems to be true here as
well. The mock catalogs show a deviation from the naive linear
theory prediction for ξ2(s) on small scales; a direct consequence is
that our errors on quantities dependent on the quadrupole are larger
than a simple Fisher analysis would indicate. We verify that the
same qualitative behavior is seen for the diagonal elements of the
quadrupole covariance matrix in our smaller set of N-body simu-
lations used to calibrate the model correlation function. This com-
parison suggests that the LPT-based mocks are not underestimating
the errors on ξ2, though more N-body simulations (and an account-
ing of survey geometry) would be required for a detailed check of
the LPT-based mocks.

The lower panels of Figure 5 compare the reduced covari-
ance matrix to linear theory, where we have scaled the Cred

i j pre-
diction from linear theory down by a constant, ci. This compar-
ison demonstrates that the scale dependences of the off-diagonal
terms in the covariance matrix are described well by linear the-
ory, but that the nonlinear evolution captured by the LPT mocks
can be parametrized simply as an additional diagonal term. Finally,

c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–1
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Figure 2. Fisher matrix forecasts of the errors expected on the growth rate (dark-blue error bars), expressed through the bias-free
combination f(z

i

)�
8

(z
i

), obtainable from the Euclid baseline redshift survey through the combination of amplitude and redshift-space
anisotropy of galaxy clustering. The light-blue error bars (shown with a slight o↵set in redshift for visualisation purposes) represent the
case of a galaxy density reduced by a factor of two with respect to that forecasted for the galaxies observed by Euclid (Geach et al.
2008). The solid black line represents the fiducial f �

8

, computed for the cosmology shown in Eq. (5). The dashed green line shows the
growth of a flat DGP model (calculated by numerical integration of the corresponding equation for f(z)). The red dotted line represents
f �

8

of a coupled models with coupling parameter �
c

= 0.2. All models are computed for ⌦
m0

= 0.271 and for the same �
8

(z
CMB

) as for
the fiducial model. In the same plot we also show measurements of f �

8

from past surveys (magenta error bars) and the recent Wiggle-z
survey (pink error bars), see explanation in the text.

survey reference paper z f�
8

VVDS F22 Guzzo et al. (2008) 0.77 0.49± 0.19
wide

2SLAQ Ross et al. (2007) 0.55 0.50± 0.07
galaxy

SDSS LRG Cabre & Gaztanaga (2009) 0.34 0.53± 0.07
Samushia et al. (2011) 0.25 0.35± 0.06
Samushia et al. (2011) 0.37 0.46± 0.04

2dFGRS Hawkins et al. (2003) 0.15 0.39± 0.08

WiggleZ Blake et al. (2011) 0.22 0.49± 0.07
0.41 0.45± 0.04
0.6 0.43± 0.04
0.78 0.78± 0.04

Table 2. Current measurements of f�
8

We notice that we reach accuracies between 1.3% and
4.4% in the measurement of f �

8

depending on the redshift
bin, where the highest precision is reached for redshifts z '
1.0.

5.1 Comparison to other surveys

Together with Euclid, other ongoing and future surveys will
constrain cosmology by measuring f�

8

. Here we compare the
relative errors on f�

8

obtained using di↵erent spectroscopic
galaxy redshift surveys. In particular, we consider the BOSS
survey5 (see Schlegel et al. 2009), the BigBOSS6 Emission
Line Galaxies (ELGs) and Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs)7

Regarding the fiducial bias, we use the forecasts by Orsi
et al. (2009) for BigBOSS ELGs. We use b = 2G(0)/G(z)
(where G(z) is the standard linear growth rate) for BOSS
and BigBOSS LRGs (see Reid et al. (2010)). Table 3 sum-
marises the main characteristics of these surveys.

The results are shown in Fig. 3. We first notice that Eu-
clid (represented by dark-green circles) will obtain the most
precise measurements of growth, even in the pessimistic situ-
ation of detecting only half the galaxies (light-green circles).
In redshift coverage it will be perfectly complementary to
BOSS. The partial overlap with BigBOSS, whose ELG sam-
ple will reach similar errors up to z ⇠ 1.4, will allow for inter-
esting useful independent measurements and cross-checks.

5 http://cosmology.lbl.gov/BOSS/
6 http://bigboss.lbl.gov/
7 We thank the BigBOSS consortium for providing their latest
estimate of their expected galaxy densities, which we used in cre-
ating this plot.
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•  Need:	  
–  angular	  galaxy	  posi>ons	  
–  galaxy	  redshiPs	  

•  Need	  to	  understand	  the	  popula>on:	  
–  angular	  completeness	  
–  radial	  completeness	  
–  radial/angular	  density	  varia>ons	  
	  

à 	  This	  is	  the	  hard	  part	  
	  

	  

•  Then	  measure	  n-‐point	  sta>s>cs:	  P(k),	  ξ(s),	  ξ(s,ν),	  P(k,μ),	  etc...	  

Galaxy	  clustering:	  requirements	  

(Credit:	  A.	  Merson	  &	  C.	  Baugh)	  
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Consortium!RedshiPs	  from	  Euclid	  slitless	  spectroscopy	  

•  Slitless	  provides	  an	  a	  priori	  uniform	  sample	  (no	  target	  sample)	  

•  Slitless	  spec.	  means	  that	  almost	  all	  spectra	  are	  contaminated:	  
contamina>on	  is	  the	  largest	  source	  of	  redshiP	  failures	  

•  Uniformity,	  completeness,	  purity	  are	  the	  key	  issues	  to	  be	  kept	  under	  
control	  à	  Simula>ons	  and	  Deep	  survey	  are	  crucial	  

1	  deg2	  of	  the	  sky	  simulated	  and	  propagated	  through	  end-‐to-‐end	  Euclid	  
spectroscopic	  simula>on	  (Garilli,	  Franzeb,	  Ealet,	  Roche,	  Rosseb	  et	  al.)	  
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Completeness	  and	  purity	  

Spectroscopic	  confusion	  problem	  

“confused”	  galaxies	  

isolated	  galaxies	  

Effect	  on	  clustering	  over	  100	  deg2	  

(Euclid	  Red	  Book,	  Laurejis	  et	  al.	  2011)	  
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GCSWG : Galaxy Clustering Science Working Group - Work-packages - # 80

GC-SWG Work-packages
At the moment these cover the development blocks required to perform science analyses, not the science analyses themselves -
these will be determined later on. For the moment, these are where we need ongoing development work.

Work-package 
(and link to wiki 

page)

Input product Output product Notes Priority People

[[Sample selection]] list of ra, dec, 
redshift PDF (+ 
other galaxy 
properties?) for 
mocks

Sample weighting, 
or 
inclusion/exclusion 
(might be angle 
dependent), sample 
mask

Development work 
with mocks, then 
application. Liaise 
with OU-SIM, input 
for OU-LE3

High

[[Survey Mask]] Information on data Mask Led by OU-LE3 
internal work 
package, liaise with 
OU-SIR, OU-SPE, 
OU-SIM, SWGs on 
science

High [[oule3-int-impl:]]

[[Deep field 
analysis]]

deep field mocks, 
standard 
simulations

analysis of slitless 
spectroscopy 
effects. Estimation 
of depths and 
angular distortions. 
Estimate science 
potential of 
clustering in deep 
fields

Liaise with 
OU-SIM, SWG-SIM 
(simulations), 
OU-LE3 (masks), 
Legacy SWG

High Rita Tojeiro, 
Manuela 
Magliocchetti, 
Sylvain de la Torre, 
Peder Norberg

[[Angle dependent 
clustering]]

standard 
simulations, 
information from 
deep field

Algorithm to remove 
slitless effects

led by OU-LE3 GC 
work package, but 
with SWG input

High Rita Tojeiro, 
Manuela 
Magliocchetti 
[[oule3-ext-galcl-imp
l:]]

[[Reconstruction 
algorithms]]

list of ra, dec, 
redshift PDF (+ 
other galaxy 
properties?) for 
mocks

Algorithms and 
estimate of induced 
error

Development work 
with mocks, then 
application. Joint 
OU-LE3 galaxy 
clustering task. 
Final algorithm 
development and 
testing in OU-LE3

Medium [[oule3-ext-galcl-imp
l:]]

[[Covariance 
matrices]] and 
likelihood 
techniques for 2-pt 
correlation functions 
and power spectra

spectro-z and 
photo-z(?) mock 
galaxy catalogs

covariance matrices Cosmic variance 
and shot-noise, 
model dependency 
required. Joint 
group with OU-LE3 
GC work-package 
(data expertise and 
issues). SIM-SWG 
task 5 group 
working on 
simulations 
required: need 
input on what to 
run.

Medium Yun Wang, Alina 
Kiessling, Peder 
Norberg, Emiliano 
Sefusatti

[[Non-linear models 
for 2-pt functions]]

simulations Models and error 
estimates versus 
scale

Contribution to 
covariance matrix, 
or additional 
systematic error 
needed. Connection 
to theory-SWG for 
model issues.

Low Matteo Viel, 
Francisco 
Villaescusa, 
Manuela 
Magliocchetti, 
Emiliano Sefusatti, 
Cosimo Fedeli, 

2012-11-29 1/3

Work-‐packages:	  high	  priority	  
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Martin Crocce
[[BAO models]] simulations BAO fitting 

methodology and 
tests

Way of extracting 
BAO-only 
information and 
estimate of induced 
error

Low Carmelita Carbone, 
Rita Tojeiro, 
Federico Marulli, 
Anais Rassat, Juan 
Garcia-Bellido,Mart
in Crocce, 
Elisabetta Majerotto

[[RSD models]] simulations RSD fitting 
methodology and 
tests

Way of extracting 
RSD-only 
information and 
estimate of induced 
error

Low Rita Tojeiro, Yun 
Wang, Lado 
Samushia, Sylvain 
de la Torre, Juan 
Garcia-Bellido, 
Martin Crocce, 
Elisabetta Majerotto

[[2-pt fits]] simulations methods for full fits 
to 2-pt statistics, 
including f_NL, 
neutrino mass, AP, 
etc

Way of extracting 
2-pt information and 
estimate of induced 
error. Some overlap 
with BAO and RSD 
work-packages

Low Carmelita Carbone, 
Yun Wang, Matteo 
Viel, Francisco 
Villaescusa, Lado 
Samushia, Anais 
Rassat, Manuela 
Magliocchetti, Juan 
Garcia-Bellido, 
Cosimo 
Fedeli,Martin 
Crocce

[[AP tests]] simulations AP measurement 
methodology and 
tests

Way of extracting 
AP-only information 
and estimate of 
induced error (not 
2-pt)

Low Federico Marulli, 
Lado Samushia

[[topology and 
voids]]

spectro-z and 
photo-z(?) mock 
galaxy catalogs

topological 
measurements, lists 
of voids

Not core science, 
but should be 
done!

Low Juan Garcia-Bellido

[[3-pt calculation]] simulations Algorithms for 
determining 
cosmology-depende
nt 3-pt statistics, 
and dependencies 
therein.

Led by OU-LE3 GC 
work package task, 
but close interaction 
required with 
GC-SWG on 
cosmological 
model issues

Medium Yun Wang, Michele 
Moresco, Emiliano 
Sefusatti,Martin 
Crocce

[[Nonlinear models 
for 3-pt functions]]

simulations Models and error 
estimates versus 
scale

Contribution to 
covariance matrix, 
or additional 
systematic error 
needed

Low Emiliano Sefusatti, 
Martin Crocce

[[3-pt covariance 
matrices]] and 
likelihood 
techniques

spectro-z and 
photo-z(?) mock 
galaxy catalogs

covariance matrices Cosmic variance 
and shot-noise, 
model dependency 
required. Joint 
group with OU-LE3 
GC work-package 
(data expertise and 
issues). SIM-SWG 
task 5 group 
working on 
simulations 
required: need 
input on what to 
run.

Medium Alina Kiessling, 
Emiliano Sefusatti

[[joint GC-WL field 
calculation]]

simulations best-fit matter, 
galaxy density fields

development work 
could increase 
importance. Work 
with WL-SWG.

Medium

[[joint GC-WL field 
analysis]]

matter, galaxy fields 
recovered from 
simulations

parameter 
estimates

development work 
could increase 
importance, and 

2012-11-29 2/3

Medium Anais Rassat

GCSWG : Galaxy Clustering Science Working Group - Work-packages - # 80

GC-SWG Work-packages
At the moment these cover the development blocks required to perform science analyses, not the science analyses themselves -
these will be determined later on. For the moment, these are where we need ongoing development work.

Work-package 
(and link to wiki 

page)

Input product Output product Notes Priority People

[[Sample selection]] list of ra, dec, 
redshift PDF (+ 
other galaxy 
properties?) for 
mocks

Sample weighting, 
or 
inclusion/exclusion 
(might be angle 
dependent), sample 
mask

Development work 
with mocks, then 
application. Liaise 
with OU-SIM, input 
for OU-LE3

High

[[Survey Mask]] Information on data Mask Led by OU-LE3 
internal work 
package, liaise with 
OU-SIR, OU-SPE, 
OU-SIM, SWGs on 
science

High [[oule3-int-impl:]]

[[Deep field 
analysis]]

deep field mocks, 
standard 
simulations

analysis of slitless 
spectroscopy 
effects. Estimation 
of depths and 
angular distortions. 
Estimate science 
potential of 
clustering in deep 
fields

Liaise with 
OU-SIM, SWG-SIM 
(simulations), 
OU-LE3 (masks), 
Legacy SWG

High Rita Tojeiro, 
Manuela 
Magliocchetti, 
Sylvain de la Torre, 
Peder Norberg

[[Angle dependent 
clustering]]

standard 
simulations, 
information from 
deep field

Algorithm to remove 
slitless effects

led by OU-LE3 GC 
work package, but 
with SWG input

High Rita Tojeiro, 
Manuela 
Magliocchetti 
[[oule3-ext-galcl-imp
l:]]

[[Reconstruction 
algorithms]]

list of ra, dec, 
redshift PDF (+ 
other galaxy 
properties?) for 
mocks

Algorithms and 
estimate of induced 
error

Development work 
with mocks, then 
application. Joint 
OU-LE3 galaxy 
clustering task. 
Final algorithm 
development and 
testing in OU-LE3

Medium [[oule3-ext-galcl-imp
l:]]

[[Covariance 
matrices]] and 
likelihood 
techniques for 2-pt 
correlation functions 
and power spectra

spectro-z and 
photo-z(?) mock 
galaxy catalogs

covariance matrices Cosmic variance 
and shot-noise, 
model dependency 
required. Joint 
group with OU-LE3 
GC work-package 
(data expertise and 
issues). SIM-SWG 
task 5 group 
working on 
simulations 
required: need 
input on what to 
run.

Medium Yun Wang, Alina 
Kiessling, Peder 
Norberg, Emiliano 
Sefusatti

[[Non-linear models 
for 2-pt functions]]

simulations Models and error 
estimates versus 
scale

Contribution to 
covariance matrix, 
or additional 
systematic error 
needed. Connection 
to theory-SWG for 
model issues.

Low Matteo Viel, 
Francisco 
Villaescusa, 
Manuela 
Magliocchetti, 
Emiliano Sefusatti, 
Cosimo Fedeli, 

2012-11-29 1/3

Martin Crocce
[[BAO models]] simulations BAO fitting 

methodology and 
tests

Way of extracting 
BAO-only 
information and 
estimate of induced 
error

Low Carmelita Carbone, 
Rita Tojeiro, 
Federico Marulli, 
Anais Rassat, Juan 
Garcia-Bellido,Mart
in Crocce, 
Elisabetta Majerotto

[[RSD models]] simulations RSD fitting 
methodology and 
tests

Way of extracting 
RSD-only 
information and 
estimate of induced 
error

Low Rita Tojeiro, Yun 
Wang, Lado 
Samushia, Sylvain 
de la Torre, Juan 
Garcia-Bellido, 
Martin Crocce, 
Elisabetta Majerotto

[[2-pt fits]] simulations methods for full fits 
to 2-pt statistics, 
including f_NL, 
neutrino mass, AP, 
etc

Way of extracting 
2-pt information and 
estimate of induced 
error. Some overlap 
with BAO and RSD 
work-packages

Low Carmelita Carbone, 
Yun Wang, Matteo 
Viel, Francisco 
Villaescusa, Lado 
Samushia, Anais 
Rassat, Manuela 
Magliocchetti, Juan 
Garcia-Bellido, 
Cosimo 
Fedeli,Martin 
Crocce

[[AP tests]] simulations AP measurement 
methodology and 
tests

Way of extracting 
AP-only information 
and estimate of 
induced error (not 
2-pt)

Low Federico Marulli, 
Lado Samushia

[[topology and 
voids]]

spectro-z and 
photo-z(?) mock 
galaxy catalogs

topological 
measurements, lists 
of voids

Not core science, 
but should be 
done!

Low Juan Garcia-Bellido

[[3-pt calculation]] simulations Algorithms for 
determining 
cosmology-depende
nt 3-pt statistics, 
and dependencies 
therein.

Led by OU-LE3 GC 
work package task, 
but close interaction 
required with 
GC-SWG on 
cosmological 
model issues

Medium Yun Wang, Michele 
Moresco, Emiliano 
Sefusatti,Martin 
Crocce

[[Nonlinear models 
for 3-pt functions]]

simulations Models and error 
estimates versus 
scale

Contribution to 
covariance matrix, 
or additional 
systematic error 
needed

Low Emiliano Sefusatti, 
Martin Crocce

[[3-pt covariance 
matrices]] and 
likelihood 
techniques

spectro-z and 
photo-z(?) mock 
galaxy catalogs

covariance matrices Cosmic variance 
and shot-noise, 
model dependency 
required. Joint 
group with OU-LE3 
GC work-package 
(data expertise and 
issues). SIM-SWG 
task 5 group 
working on 
simulations 
required: need 
input on what to 
run.

Medium Alina Kiessling, 
Emiliano Sefusatti

[[joint GC-WL field 
calculation]]

simulations best-fit matter, 
galaxy density fields

development work 
could increase 
importance. Work 
with WL-SWG.

Medium

[[joint GC-WL field 
analysis]]

matter, galaxy fields 
recovered from 
simulations

parameter 
estimates

development work 
could increase 
importance, and 
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Medium Anais Rassat

split WP. Work with 
WL-SWG.

[[joint GC-clusters 
analysis]]

simulations with 
cluster positions, 
mass estimates from 
OU-LE3 clusters 
work-package

algorithm for 
including this data

An extension of 
catalogue 
selection. Work with 
clusters-SWG, 
OU-LE3 clusters 
work-package.

Medium

[[Galaxy property 
clustering]]

simulations with 
galaxy properties 
(e.g. colour, 
luminosity, 
morphology)

catalogues for 
clustering analyses

Liaise with legacy 
SWG. Uses 
algorithms from 
OU-LE3 GC 
work-package

Low Rita Tojeiro, 
Federico Marulli, 
Manuela 
Magliocchetti, 
Sylvain de la Torre

[[Cross-correlation 
with other surveys]]

Euclid 
requirements, 
mission strategy

Preparation for 
interaction with 
other surveys

SKA, 4m-telescope 
MOS surveys, 
LSST, link with 
OU-EXT and 
OU-MER who will 
be inputting data 
into Euclid database 
to enable such 
cross-correlations

Low Manuela 
Magliocchetti, 
Peder Norberg

[[Photo-z sample 
selection]]

list of ra, dec, 
redshift PDF (+ 
other galaxy 
properties?) for 
mocks

Sample weighting, 
or 
inclusion/exclusion 
(might be angle 
dependent), sample 
mask

Development work 
with mocks, then 
application. Liase 
with OU-SIM, 
OU-PHZ, input for 
OU-LE3

Medium Manuela 
Magliocchetti, 
Peder Norberg

[[2-pt photo-z 
calculation]]

photo-z mock 
galaxy catalogs

Algorithms for 2-pt 
statistics, and 
dependencies 
therein

Led by OU-LE3 GC 
work package task, 
but close interaction 
required with 
GC-SWG

Medium Peder Norberg

[[Photo-z 
covariance matrices 
and likelihood 
techniques]] for 
2-pt correlation 
functions and 
power spectra for 
photo-z samples

photo-z mock 
galaxy catalogs

covariance matrices Cosmic variance 
and shot-noise, 
model dependency 
required. Joint 
group with OU-LE3 
GC work-package 
(data expertise and 
issues). SIM-SWG 
task 5 group 
working on 
simulations 
required: need 
input on what to 
run.

Medium

Definition of priorities:
    -  High: Euclid specific and required for core science, Work from the start would help design down-the-line
    -  Medium: Needed to meet goals, or requirements, but not clear that needs to be fixed early on in mission preparation
    -  Low: Needed to analyse Euclid data but not Euclid-specific and needed for intermediate surveys.
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